
Subject: MIO2 with STControl6.2?
From: lmijovic <liza.mijovic@cern.ch>
Date: 10/13/2017 04:05 PM
To: "atlas-pixel-usbpix (Exchange of information related to the USBPix system)" <atlas-pixel-
usbpix@cern.ch>

Hello,

I am trying to use STControl6.2 with a MIO2 board (rev 1.04) with a FEI4 single chip adapter
card (Rev1.1a). The OS is Windows7, 64-bit. I am using the winusb.sys drivers installed by
zadig.

When trying to update the uC firmware acc to http://icwiki.physik.uni-bonn.de/twiki/bin/view
/Systems/UsbPix#Updating_the_microcontroller_fir I encounter the following problem: the
SiUSBman flashing of the EEPROM seems to get in an infinite loop instead of flashing the
EEPROM. I would like to ask for advice on how to resolve this problem. 

==

More details about the problem:

- the windows device manager info is as in snapshot Driver.PNG

- The SiUSBman detects the MIO2 board fine, with VID 5312 and PID 200 (Info.png /
Identification.png are snapshorts of the respective tabs)

- I can follow instructions of http://icwiki.physik.uni-bonn.de/twiki/bin/view/Systems
/UsbPix#Updating_the_microcontroller_fir fine until including:

1) Connect the USBpix-board, LED6 should turn green.<-- ok
2) Open "SiUSBman.exe" in the bin-folder or use the Start Menu entry. The MultiIOBoard should appear in
the list.<-- ok
3) In the "Options" menu select "Expert mode". <-- ok
4) Select the "USB firmware" tab in the lower part of the window.<-- ok
5) Click on the file browser button ("...") next to the "Flash EEPROM" button and browse to "USBPix/host
/tags/release-[x.y]/config" and select the file "usbpix.hex".<-- ok, the STControl6.2 has usbpixi3.hex and
usbpixi4.hex. I select usbpixi4.hex.

- the problem is in the following step:

6) Press the "Flash EEPROM" button. IMPORTANT: Be patient! Do not touch the system while performing the
update!

This step has been running for > 24h now, with the progress indicator bar flashing green as in
USBfirmware.png . This is what I mean by "infinite loop" above.

- My board had uC firmware uploaded on EEPROM prior to my upload attempt. The FW version
is: 13.

==

Questions:

1) Do you have any advice how to proceed with terminating the process? Should I just
disconnect the board from the USB, or is there a better way to do it? 

2) The drop-down menues in STControl6.2 and the presence of config files indicates the
STControl6.2 supports MIO2 boards . Can you please confirm whether this is the case and pass
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any known caveats related to using MIO2 boards with STControl6.2?

3) Do you have any advice how to upload the suitable uC firmware for STControl6.2 to my MIO2
board?

3.1) what is the uC FW version I need (MIO2+SCA FEI4) for running the STControl6.2?

3.2) in case my SiUSBMan is malfunctioning for my STControl6.2 installation, is it fine and safe
to flash the EEPROM by opening SiUSBMan in an old STControl4 and choosing the new firmware
file from STControl6.2 when flashing?

==

I would appreciate your feedback and any additional advice on resolving this. It would also be
great if the infinite loop in SiUSBman could be replaced with catching the condition which
triggers it, issuing an error and terminating the upload (I did not debug/assess what exactly
this is).

Thanks and best wishes,

Liza Mijovic
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